This paper presents intemiodal collaboration: a strategy for semantic content analysis for broadcasted sports video. The hroadcasted video can be viewed as a set of multiiiiodal streans such as visual, auditory, text (closed caption) and graphics streanis. Collaborative analysis for the multimodal streams is achieved bayed on temporal dependency between their streanis, in order to improve the reliability and efficiency for semantic content analysis such as extracting highlight scenes from sport? video and automatically generating annotations of spccific scenes. A couple of case studies are shown to experimentally confirm the effectiveness of intermcdal collaboration.
INTRODUCTION
Various highlight scenes in sports video, e.g. touchdown in American football, homerun in baseball and 3-point shoot in basketball are actually what we want to retrieve. Udeo retrieval based on such highlights is a typical example of seinantic contents based retrieval [l] . Also, abstracted videos and keyframe layouts can be made of highlight scenes. Thus, extractiou of highlight scenes is one of the most important m k s in video content analysis. hi addition, annormions of each scene about a team, a player, a play, etc. are of much hnponance because such data inay become keywords in retrieval of sporls video. Automated annotation tools based on semantic content analysis are strongly required.
A number of researchers, c.g. [2] , have proposed methods of extrzting events and actions in sport? ganies from visual streanis. It is noted diat these methods focus on single modality of tlie video data. However, it is very difficult to achieve reliable and efficient extraction of events aid actioiis Uirough iniage analysis. If we try it, we need some visual model of the event. What can be the visual model of touchdown or hoinerun? To define this, we have to a w m e passible cases of such events, for example, the touchdown by pass, tlvat by running and that after turnover. It is not easy to construct a compact model that covers a number of cases of concem. Instead, we may employ a naive way of collecting a lot of examples of thc event from known data.
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This problem results from the gap between the image signal level and the semantic level. Accordingly we inay as well seek for difierent strategies.
Alternatively, great emphasis has been placed on multi- In what follows, we describe our approaches to collaborative analysis as follows: I) the visual and text streamsl4, 5 , 6 ] , 2) Uie visual, auditory and text sme;uns [7] , and 1) tlie graphics stream and the external nictadata[bl. 
RELATTED WORK

Highlight extraction
The first methodpl] is developed for extracting highlight scencs such as touchdown and liomerun scenes from the video data. We liere locus on tenipral correspondence hetween the visual and text streams. The p r o p " metliod attempt? to seek for time intervals in which events are likely to take place through extraction of keywords from the text strean. To avoid error extraction, keyword chains including m i only a single word corresponding to Uie highlighl, e.g.
"touchdown," hut also its related words, which arc predifined hased on our heuristics, are taken into account. After the keyword extraction, the visual stream located during die given time interval is examined. Partitioning it into some shots, we consider color distribution of each shot and niatch with an example image sequence which is a temporal image model of the highlight scene. We tested our mctlid for American foothall TV videos. There were 40 highlight scenes containing touchdown, extra mint and field goal scenes in three different videos, each of which wa? ahout three liours in length. Ahout 40 keywords were determined heforehand. Tlie average rates of preci- Since players tend to take llieir routine stance at the heginning of each live scene, we can often see stationary iniages which are captured by a camera positioned at a fixed location at that time. Considering a shot starting with these stationary images as tlie live scene, we can find it in the visual streani by means of matching between these characteristic station;uy inlages and die initial frames of each shot. Finally, teniporally aysociating the infonnation ex- For ten American foothall videos, we were ahle to successfully associate CC story units with video story ones. Given were tlie recall rate of 92% (1911207) and the precision rate of89% (1911214) on average. Tahlel indicates examples of ohtained keywords, which inform us of the situation of each scene. 'The associated CC story unit? tliemselves can he used as descriptions to he searched against a query by keywords, working as a rich infortnation source for a retrieval system. behind qden slopped by Brandon Noble
COLLABORATION AMONG TEXT, AUDITORY AND VISUAL STREAMS
For more reliable extraction of highlights, we extend the method which was descrikd i n Section 3.1, augmenting auditory stream ana/ysi.r [7] . llie audience of a foothall stadium or a hall park inay cheer or applaud when meeting highlight scenes. Therefore, the sound in sport. video can help us detect highlights. We liere focus on the s h o~ timc energy (SFXI71 as an auditory feature. In addition, to avoid employing the heuristics in our method, exaniple based leaning and nearest neiglibor classification are introduced. The outline of this method is illustrated in Fig.2 .
First, temporal intervals when highlights are likely to happen are detected based on appearance pattems of words, called indexed terms, in Uie CC text. Unlike the previous Fig. 2 . Outline of collaborative analysis among the text, auditory (audio) and visual (images) streams.
method[4, 51, the indexed terms are automatically derived from domain vocabulary. Second, these intervals are verified hy tlte short time energy of the audio signal. Finally, die highlight shot is determined by doniinant color and audio energy from all the shots in the interval. For six actual video streams of broadcasted American football programs, we compared the two cases: case 1) analysis of !lie text stream and case 2) collaboralive analysis of the text and auditory streams. For case I), the recall and precision rates for detection of highlights such as touchdown and field goal were 81% (38147) and 66% (38/58), respectively. For case 2), the recall and precisioii rates were 77% (36/47) and 84% (36/43), respectively. While the recall decreased by 4 %, the precision increased by I8 %. This meals h a t the auditory stream analysis is effective for false detection. Further, the accuracy of shot indexing by highlights was 75 % for the first candidate and 97 % for up to the second candidate. The stepwise analysis for text, auditory and visual streams allows extremely efficient processing. In particular, tlie text stream analysis restrict the search space to 5 7% of the whole streani. Tliis demonstrates the advantage of intermodal collaboration. In addition, this metlid can be successfully applied to the hasehall games.
COLLABORATION BETWEEN GRAPHICS STREAM AND EXTERNAL METADATA
As desc~ibed in the preceding sections, tbough intermodal collahoration is useful, its accuracy is insufficient from practical point of view. For example, consider making an ahslracted video from highlight scenes. The viewer will not he satisfied with the ahsuacted video if the most significant scene is lacking in it.
We exploit a completely original strategy: the use of external inetadata. For professional sports games, we can obtain gamestars at some wehsites. The gamestats possess valuahle infomiation about tlie game. For example, "1st Q, lo Uiis case, we liave to link the description with h e video segments. 'RI achieve this, we consider a cbaracteristic specific to the broadcasted spats video. lt is appeardncc of overlays including text. A series of overlays can be regarded as the graphics streani. In actual 'J'V programs, ihere aie several kinds of overlays. Fig. 3 shows an exanple of the overlay. Among them, we deal with the overlay indicating the game time when an event liaplmed, called event time.
A procedure to idcntify 11 ima&e frame on which the target overlay aplxars is as follows. Presence analysis of the overlays is first performed. Pattem matching hetween the overlay niodel and the iniage frame informs us whether the target overlay is present on the frame. Ncxl, we design a digit recognizer to identify an event frame which is a frame at the event time. Employing a template corresponding to each digit representing the event time to bc searched, we find a good matching position in the overlay region. Matching is made by sliding tlie template horizontally and vertically for each digit. 11 tlie event t i e described in the gamestats is found wiUi the recognizer, we determine that the image frame with the matched overlay should be the event frame. In this way, detectioii of the sigiificant events can be reduced to searching the tcxt indicating the event time.
For 45 events in five different video streans, the accuracy of event detection was 96%. Only two event3 were missed because no overlay waq present at the event time. As a result, we detected all the event francs when the overlays showing llie event lime were really present. The ahove procedure is introduced to highliglit based video ahstraction [8] . This approach seems somewhat limited, but is vital for Ihe hroadcasted sports video with the graphics stream if the external metadata is available. We think Illat che approach is a kind of intenndal collaboration using distrihuted hcterogeneous information sources and is a novel idea in video contents processing.
CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed intermodal collaboration from a couple of case studies for broadcasted sports video. As indicated in this paper, interni(xial collaboration is a powerful and promising strategy for diverse applications about semantic video contenls: highlight exlraclion, a " o n generation, and so om 14owever, the approaches to intermodal collaboration liave just 
